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Design and Optimization of Buffer Chains and Logic
Circuits in a BiCMOS Environment
Muhammad S. Elrabaa, Student Member, IEEE, and Mohamed I. Elmasry, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract-In this work the design and optimization of BiCMOS buffer chains and multilevel logic circuits are reported.
BiCMOS speedup contours are introduced and analytical
expressions for the delay are obtained. The speedup contours
and the delay expressions were used in the design and optimization of BiCMOS buffer chains. Also, general design guidelines, which can be easily automated, for circuit design in a
BiCMOS environment are given. Designing multistage mixed
CMOSlBiCMOS buffers, BiCMOS complex logic gates, and
multilevel CML gates is also studied and results are reported.

NOMENCLATURE

x
Prn

a

The input and the load capacitances.
MOS minimum channel length, threshold voltage, and saturation current.
MOS source/drain depletion and overlap
capacitances.
Minimum feature size.
Ratio between the PMOS and the NMOS
devices in a CMOS buffer stage.
Ratio between the length of the S/D diffusions and A.
Tapering factor of a CMOS buffer chain
and the number of stages.
Bipolar gain, base resistance, knee current, and transit time.
Bipolar emitter-base junction, collector
junction, and substrate capacitances.
I. INTRODUCTION

B

C M O S circuit designers are usually faced with the
task of selecting the best combination of CMOS/
BiCMOS/bipolar circuit structures for the design of critical paths that would render the optimum system performance in terms of speed, power, and area. The answer to
this problem is not easy and straightforward in most of
the design situations. This is because the BiCMOS technology offers circuit designers an environment that is very
rich with different circuit structures to implement buffer
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chains and logic circuits. This, in turn, complicates both
the selection and design processes. This paper attempts to
provide a design methodology for BiCMOS circuit design
that is comprehensive and yet easy to implement. More
specifically it addresses the design and optimization of
buffer chains and logic circuits in a BiCMOS environment.
Many researchers compared the performance of CMOS
and BiCMOS gates for equal input capacitance [l], [2]
and some of them provided design methodologies [2].
However, they either have limited the CMOS buffer to a
single stage or equated the area of the CMOS to that of
the BiCMOS buffer. However, the design of mixed
CMOS/BiCMOS buffer chains has not been explored.
In Section I1 of this work, a general comparison between optimized CMOS buffer chains and different types
of BiCMOS buffers is carried out with out any restrictions. The speedup factor of BiCMOS over CMOS is reported on speedup contours for different BiCMOS technologies. From the results of this comparison, general
design guidelines are given. The effects of scaling are
studied, and analytical expressions to calculate the crossover capacitance and the speedup contours are provided.
Multistage mixed CMOS/BiCMOS buffers are also explored.
In Section 111, the performances of complex logic implemented in CMOS and BiCMOS are compared for various conditions of complexity and loading. Other design
options for implementing multilevel logic such as CML
are considered. Finally, the applicability of the proposed
design procedure in Section I1 to complex logic is evaluated.
IN
11. BUFFERINGCIRCUITS

A

BiCMOS ENVIRONMENT

Three types of buffering circuits are available in a
BiCMOS technology: a CMOS buffer chain, a single-stage
partial-swing BiCMOS buffer (PSBiCMOS) [l], and a
single-stage full-swing BiCMOS buffer (FSBiCMOS) [ 13.
The schematics of the three buffering circuits are shown
in Fig. 1. In this work a generic noncomplementary
BiCMOS technology was assumed, hence the two types
of chosen BiCMOS buffers do not contain p-n-p BJT’s.
The design problem is stated as follows: given a C;, and
C,, design a buffer (or a buffer chain) using CMOS
and/or BiCMOS to achieve a given delay and/or area. The
design and performance evaluation of the three types are
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Fig. 1 . The three types of buffering circuits considered: (a) the CMOS
buffer chain, (b) the partial-swing BiCMOS buffer (PSBiCMOS), and ( c )
the full-swing BiCMOS buffer (FSBICMOS).

presented in Sections 11-A-E while multistage BiCMOS
buffers are considered in Section 11-F.
A. The CMOS Buffer Chain

The design procedure used for the CMOS buffer chain
is the one given in [6]. The CMOS chain area was calculated as the sum of the channels area and the SID diffusions area; hence, for N stages
h'- I

&MO,

=

xWl(Pm

+ 1)(1 + 2a)

f'
,=o

(1)

where W , is the width of the first-stage NMOS device.
B. The BiCMOS Buffers
The sizing of the devices in the considered BiCMOS
buffers was based on extensive HSPICE simulations. The
bipolar transistors sizes were chosen to give a minimum
delay for a load capacitance in the midrange and were
maintained constant for the different values of C,,,, i.e.,
the BiCMOS buffers' area is constant for the same C,,.
This choice was based on three reasons; to avoid the overhead of sizing the emitter area at each value of C, considered, the speed of the BiCMOS buffer saturates after a
certain emitter area is reached [7], [8], [13] and the optimum emitter area does not change significantly with increasing the input capacitance above a certain value,
which is usually very small [2].
C. Simulations Results
The delay of each type of buffering circuits was calculated as the average of the 50% rise and fall times measured from HSPICE [3] simulations. The input capacitance range taken was from 0.05 to 1 .O pF. For each value
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of the input capacitance, the load capacitance C, was
changed from 0.05 to 5 pF. The simulations were carried
out for three generations of BiCMOS technologies and
supply voltages. The HSPICE parameters of the reference
technology (1-pm Lctfand V,, = 5 V) are in Table I. Two
generations of BiCMOS technology were generated (0.56
pm, VDD= 3 V and 0.2 pnl, Vu, = 2 V) by successively
scaling the reference technology according to the general
BiCMOS scaling rules described in [4] and [5]. The scaling factors for the horizontal and vertical dimensions,
base-collector voltage, and the supply voltage (and the
threshold voltages), denoted as K,,, K,,, K,,,, and K,,, respectively, for the second and third generations are shown
in Table 11. An identical version of the second-generation
technology with unscaled MOS threshold voltage was
used for the PSBiCMOS buffer simulations. This is because PSBiCMOS has to be used in a technology with
either a MOS threshold voltage >VBE(on)or have two
types of MOS devices, one with a threshold voltage
L VBE(<),,)
and the other with a lower threshold value to
eliminate the static power dissipation in the CMOS gates
driven by the PSBiCMOS. Also, the PSBiCMOS buffer
circuit is not considered for the third generation (VnD =
2 V) due to the large deterioration of its performance.
The simulation results are presented as contours of
speedup factors of the BiCMOS single buffers over the
optimized CMOS buffer chain. Thus, the speedup factor
is defined as
Speedup factor
-

Delay of Optimized CMOS Buffer Chain
.
Delay of BiCMOS Buffer

(2)

For the 1-pm, V,, = 5-V BiCMOS technology, the
speedup contours for the PSBiCMOS and the FSBiCMOS
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Also shown in
the same figures are the contours of equal areas of CMOS
and BiCMOS and when the CMOS area is ten times that
of BiCMOS. Fig. 4 shows the delay of the PSBiCMOS
buffer as a function of C,, and C,. Finally, to examine the
effects of scaling, Fig. 5 shows the contour lines of unity
speedup factor for both types of BiCMOS buffers for the
three generations of BiCMOS technology. Also shown is
the area contour where A,,,, = ApSBl,MOS = AFSBICMOS.
It should be noted that, by definition, the load capacitance
C, at which the speedup factor is unity is referred to as
the speed crossover capacitance C,,,,, while the load capacitance C, at which the area of the CMOS buffer chain
is equal to that of the BiCMOS buffer is referred to as the
area crossover capacitance CA,,,,,. The following are concluded from Figs. 2-5.
1) The speed of the BiCMOS buffers saturates after a
certain value of C,,, is reached, and this value increases
with increasing C, (Fig. 4).
2) The speedup factor at a certain value of C,, increases with increasing C, but it begins to decrease as C,
increases further. This is specially obvious from Figs. 2
and 3 at low C,,,. This is because as the number of stages
in the CMOS chain increases (i.e., as C, increases), its
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TABLE 1
HSPICE PARAMETERS
OF THE REFERENCE
TECHNOLOGY
( I pm, 5 V)

~~~

~

NMOS
PMOS

1.0 p m
1.0 pm

0.85 V
-0.85 V

2E-10 F / m
2E-10 F / m

4E-4 F / m
5E-4 F / m

C,,
C,,

=
=

R,

=

10.0 fF, C,, = 25.0 f F
1 . 5 f F , T~ = 12 ps
200 9.p

=

100

TABLE I1
THESCALING
FACTORS
FOR THE SECOND
A N D THIRD
GENERATIONS
OF BiCMOS TECHNOLOGY
~

2nd generation
3rd generation

Kh

K,

Ku

K,.

0.667
0.375

0.850
0.630

0.600
0.667

0.600
0.667

(v)
0.40
0. I5

~~

Le,, ( p m )

0.56
0.20

i
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Fig. 2. The speedup factor contours (solid lines) of the PSBiCMOS buffer
over the CMOS buffer chain for a I-pm, 5-V BiCMOS technology plotted
on a C, versus C,, plot. The area contours A,,,,
= A ~ s , , ~ and
M ~ AcMos
s
= 10Aps,,cMos are also shown (dashed lines).

I
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0 -

Cin (PF)

Fig. 3. The speedup factor contours (solid lines) of the FSBiCMOS buffer
over the CMOS buffer chain for a 1-pm, 5-V BiCMOS technology plotted
= A,,,,,,,,
and A,,
on a C, versus C,, plot. The area contours A,
= 10AFss,cMos are also shown (dashed lines).

Fig. 4. The delay of the PSBiCMOS buffer versus input capacitance and
load capacitance for the I-pm, 5-V BiCMOS technology.

delay sensitivity to the load capacitance decreases. This
is because the delay due to the load is only 1/N of the
total delay, where N is the number of stages in the CMOS
buffer. Fig. 6 shows how while the BiCMOS buffer delay
increases linearly with the load capacitance, the CMOS
delay increases at a rate that is decreasing with increasing
C,. This is why the BiCMOS buffer speedup stqrts to decrease at higher C,. However, the CMOS chain area
becomes much larger than that of the BiCMOS MOS
buffers.
3) At any value of C,, the BiCMOS buffers speedup
factors decrease as Cj, increases (Figs. 2 and 3).
4) The FSBiCMOS speedup factor is better than that
of PSBiCMOS (Figs. 2 and 3).
5) The crossover capacitance C,,, increases rapidly
with scaling down of devices and power supplies as shown
in Fig. 5. Also, speed degradation with scaling is less
in FSBiCMOS than it is in PSBiCMOS. At 2 V the
FSBiCMOS is faster than the CMOS chain for small
ranges of Cj, and C,.
As the above results indicate, it is helpful to the circuit
designers to have analytical expressions for the crossover
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Fig. 5 . The crossover capacitance of the PSBiCMOS and the FSBiCMOS buffers versus the input capacitance for the three
= Apss,cMos is also shown (dashed
BiCMOS technologieh: I pm. 5 V; 0.56 pm. 3 V ; and 0.2 p m . 2 V . The area contour A,.,,,
line). Also shown is the PSBiCMOS crossover capacitance as calculated from the analytical expressions obtained.

-

Delay (NS)
12 .

where G,,,, and BN, are constants and their values depend
on whether the devices have long channels [6] or short
channels [9]. Also, KN,pis the transconductance constant
in the NMOS or PMOS saturation current equation [6],
[9]. Note that at each stage both C, and KN,pare proportional to the devices' widths and input capacitance.
Hence, the total delay of a CMOS chain with N stages
and a tapering factorf is

PSBiChlOS Delay

TDihd,"=

1

2

3

4

5

CL (PF)

Fig. 6. The delays of the CMOS buffer chain and the PSBiCMOS buffer
as a function of the load capacitance C,. It is clear that as C, increases.
the slope of the CMOS delay decreases, while that of the PSBiCMOS remains constant.

capacitance C,,,, and the speedup contours. Analytical
expressions for the crossover capacitance are obtained
next. Similar analysis could be carried out for other
speedup contours.

D. Crossover Capacitance Analysis
To find C,,,, at a certain C,,, the delay of the CMOS
buffer chain is equated to that of the BiCMOS buffer. Analytical expressions for the delay of a CMOS inverter are
given in [6] for long-channel devices and in [9] for shortchannel devices. The general form of the delay of stage I
is
T D c ~ o s=

(z)? (2)

f[

-k

I - I BN

NC,,,( g + f)cy

(4)

where g is the ratio of input capacitance to output capacitance of an unloaded CMOS inverter. a is a constant that
depends on the technology and the first-stage input capacitance Cln:
( y =

[

~

GN

+
KN

BP

+-GP + B N ]
KP

1st

(5)
stage

The delay of the PSBiCMOS buffer has been analyzed
extensively [7], [8], [lo], [ 131. However, due to the complicated nature of the BiCMOS buffer transients, the delay
expressions obtained lack precision and simplicity, except
for the unified delay model reported in [ 101 which is simple and shows good correlation with simulations and experiments. But this model still lacks the required accuracy
to be used in calculating the crossover capacitance C,,,,.
This is mainly due to the difficulty in choosing the right
values of the device parameters such as the gain 0,the
transit time T ~ and
,
the different parasitic capacitances.
The values of these parameters change during the transients. In this work, the PSBiCMOS delay was fitted by
an equation similar to the one in [ 101. High-level injection
is assumed since this is the case for a wide range of C,,
and C, [7]. The general equation for the rise or fall time
is given by [lo]
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IC is the collector current of the bipolar transistor, which
for the high-level injection case equals JpIKl\at,A , is the
emitter area, Cj is the junction capacitance at the base,
and V, is the voltage swing. From (6) and noting that ZSat
is proportional to C, the general equation to fit the average delay is
(7)

where A I - & are empirical fitting parameters that could be
obtained from eight simulations of four different C, and
two different C, values for each Ci,. These parameters
may, in turn, be expressed as functions of explicit circuit
parameters in the delay expression such that the circuit
could be optimized under different conditions. For example, to study the effect of the emitter area A , on the
circuit performance, the parameters become

A~ = a l a
A2 = a 2 A ,
A3 = constant
A, = a 4 a
A, = a 5 a
A6

=

UsA,.

Similar treatments could be done such that the delay
expression contains other circuit parameters, such as the
widths of MOS devices, supply voltage, etc.
The above delay expressions of the CMOS chain and
the PSBiCMOS buffer were used to generate the crossover
capacitance as a function of Ci, for the l-pm, VDD= 5-V
BiCMOS technology. The results in Fig. 5 show good
agreement between the calculated results and HSPICE
simulations. As will be shown later, the ability to generate the contours of equal delay or at different speedup factors is very important in the decision making during
BiCMOS buffer design.

E. Design Guidelines
The above results could be used to generate the following design guides. For a given Ci, and C, and the following requirements on delay To and area A , the following
design guidelines can be used.
1) Minimum TD and no area constraints: use BiCMOS
,, and CMOS otherwise.
if C, > ,C
2) Minimum A and no delay constraint: use a singlestage CMOS buffer.
3) Minimum To and minimum A : use BiCMOS if C,
> CA,, and CMOS if CL < .C,,, If.,,C,
> C, > C,,
then this design requirement cannot be met.
4) Minimum To and A 5 A,,,: the following procedure can be used:

If AB~CMOS> A,,,, then use CMOS. CMOS design
under such an area constraint is given by steps 4e)4i). If ABiCMOS < A,,,, then continue this procedure.
Calculate the optimum number of stages and tapering factor (No,f,) of the CMOS chain and then find
its area from (1). If AcMOs 5 A,,,, then use CMOS
and BiCMOS if C, > C.,
If ACMOS
if C, < C,
> A,,,, then continue.
Design a CMOS chain under the area constraint using steps 4e)-4i).
Calculate the delay of the BiCMOS buffer and that
of the CMOS buffer chain from (4) through (9) and
use the one which has the minimum delay.
The procedure of CMOS buffer chain design under area
constraint A,,,:
Assume that the number of stages N = No - 1.
Calculate the CMOS chain area from (1).
If AcMOs > A,,,, then N = N - 1 and go to step
4f). Otherwise continue.
No is set equal to N + 1 instead of N if the following
condition holds:
(N + l ) [ g + ( C L / C i n ) l / ( N + l ) ]
IN [ g + (c,/c;,)l/N]. (10)
The tapering factor is adjusted using (1) such that
ACMOS= Amax.

Unlike what one might think, this is not a lengthy process, since the optimum number of stages No is usually
small. For example, for a ratio C,/Ci, of 1000, No is 5.
5 ) Minimum A and To IT,,,:
a) If T'iC,O, > T,,, use CMOS if C, 5 Cxot,.The
design procedure of a minimum area CMOS chain
under a delay constraint is given below.
b) Starting with N = 1 , increment N until a value is
reached where the CMOS chain delay 5 T,,,. If, at
any time, N exceeded N , or the CMOS chain area
exceeded that of the BiCMOS, which is constant,
then BiCMOS should be used.
c) The CMOS chain tapering factor is recalculated as
TD - g
f= -

CiN

instead of (CL/Ci,,)l/N,to give the minimum area
at the required delay.
d) Calculate AcMOs using (1) and use the BiCMOS
buffer if ABiCMOS I AcMos and the CMOS chain
otherwise.

F. Multistage BiCMOS B u f e r Chains
Unlike CMOS, multistage BiCMOS buffers are seldom
used. This is because the advantage of such a practice is
not very obvious. However, as the above results indicate,
the BiCMOS speed increases with increasing Ci, until it
reaches a certain limit. This means that there could be
some situations in which using multilevel BiCMOS buff-
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TABLE 111
THEPERFORMANCE
OF T

CMOS
Chain

H D
~ I F F E K ~CMOSiBiCMOS
NT

BUFFER
C H A I NASN D
BiCMOS BUFFER

I t<t; SIxLi:-S.rAcit,

Single
B iC MOS

BiCMOSBiCMOS

CMOSBiCMOS

BiCMOSCMOS

Delay (ns)

1.465

I ,270

0.877

1.176

I ,050

Normalized
Area*

58.1

3.6

29.3

9.2

33.6

*Normalized to the area of the first stage of the CMOS buffer chain.

ers is advantageous. Such a situation arises when the required C,, is very small and C, is very large. In this case,
two BiCMOS buffer stages could be used, one with the
required C;, and the second with a larger input capacitance, such that the delay is minimum. The value of the
input capacitance of the second stage could be calculated
using the delay expressions given by (4)-(9) to give the
required delay under any constraint. Another option, as
seen from the speedup contours, is to use a CMOS stage(s)
followed by a BiCMOS stage. This option is useful under
a severe area constraint or if the optimum input capacitance of the second stage is < C,,,, for the given Cl,,. Another option is to use a BiCMOS buffer in the first stage
followed by a CMOS chain with high input capacitance.
Again, this option could be useful under area constraints
or scaling, where BiCMOS is faster than CMOS over a
very limited range. Fig. 7 shows a plot of the delay of the
BiCMOS chain, the CMOS-BiCMOS chain, and the
BiCMOS-CMOS chain versus f , where f is the ratio between the input capacitances of the first and second stages,
C,, = 20 f F , and C, = 5 pF. The number of stages in
those buffers was limited to two stages only since there is
no need for more stages. This can be depicted from the
results above.
The simulations show that the minimum delay of the
BiCMOS-BiCMOS chain occur atf = 20, while the optimumfas calculated from the delay expression was about

25. The delay of the CMOS-BiCMOS chain withf = 5
is larger than that of the BiCMOS-BiCMOS withf = 20
by about 34%. Its area, however, is about 38% of that of
the BiCMOS-BiCMOS chain. The BiCMOS-CMOS
chain withf = 30 has a delay that is 37% larger than the
BiCMOS-BiCMOS minimum delay and an area which is
smaller by 23 7%. Table 111 shows the optimum delay of
each type depicted in Fig. 7 along with that of the CMOS
chain and a single BiCMOS buffer. The areas of each type,
normalized to the area of the first stage of the CMOS
chain, are also shown in Table 111. This table shows the
trade-offs involved in using the different kinds of buffer
chains. At one extreme, the BiCMOS-BiCMOS offers the
highest speed. At the other extreme, the CMOS-BiCMOS
offers the smallest area at a reasonable speed. Also, as
Fig. 7 shows, the BiCMOS-BiCMOS chain speed does
not change drastically withf. Therefore, a smallerf, hence
a smaller area, could be used without much loss of speed.
111. BiCMOS COMPLEXLOGICGATES
Two types of complex logic gates are considered. The
first type is an AND-OR-INVERT gate (Fig. 7(a)) and the second type is a multilevel chain of N A N D gates (Fig. 7(b)).
The design and simulation results for both types are presented next.
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Speed-up factor
4

-
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Fan i n = 1 6
Fan in =24

3
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7

(b)
Fig. 8. The two types of complex logic gates considered: (a) a complex
logic gate, and (b) a multilevel logic (MLL).

A . The AND-OR-INVERT Gate
The AND-OR-INVERTis a classical example of a complex
logic function that is easy and straightforward to implement in CMOS. For this study, the fun;, was changed in
multiples of eight, namely 8, 16, and 24, where every
four inputs correspond to an AND gate of Fig. 8(a). The
AND-OR-INVERTgate considered has been implemented using CMOS and FSBiCMOS, for the three generations of
the BiCMOS technology. PSBiCMOS implementation
was not considered because the complex gate chosen, due
to the unscaled threshold voltage, will either not operate
or will operate very poorly as the supply voltage is scaled
down. Also the PSBiCMOS will not offer significant savings in area over the FSBiCMOS since the area of both
implementations is dominated by the CMOS part.
The speedup factor of the BiCMOS implementation
over the CMOS counter part is given in Fig. 9 versus the
input capacitance per a single AND gate (C;,/AND), for
different values offun,,. Fig. 10 shows the speedup factor
verw Ci,/AND for the different BiCMOS technologies at
funin = 16. The following can be observed.
1) The speedup factor decreases with increasing
C,,/AND, for low values offun, (Fig. 9), which is the
same result obtained in Fig. 2.
2) For highfun;,, the speedup factor decreases with Cin
and then increases. This behavior is attributed to the fact
that as funin increases, the sizing of the devices in the
BiCMOS gate deviates from the optimum, hence the decrease in the speedup factor with C;, is faster. However,
as C;, increases it becomes possible to size the MOS devices in the BiCMOS gate to give an optimum delay, and
hence the increase in the speedup factor. Also another
factor that could contribute to the reduction of the
speedup factor is that the drivability of the CMOS circuit
in the BiCMOS gate is reduced asfun,,, increases, possibly
forcing the BJT’s to operate in the very low-current regime with large gain degradation.
3) The speedup factor, in general, decreases with scaling (Fig. lo), as was the case with the buffers. However,
it increases with Ci,for the third generation. This means
that, unlike the buffers, for small values of C,,, the
speedup factor might increase as C,, increases orfun,, decreases, specially for scaled-down technologies, where the
BJT’s gain degradation starts at a larger value of VBE.

1

1

0 05

0 15

0 25

Cin/AND Gate ( P F )

Fig. 9. The speedup factor of the FSBiCMOS complex logic gate over the
CMOS counterpart versus the input capacitance of an A N D gate for different
values of fan-in and CL = 0.5 pF.

Speed-up factor

@2V

Fun;, = 16

Cin/AND Gate ( P F )

Fig. 10. The speedup factor of the FSBiCMOS complex logic gate versus
the input capacitance of an A N D gate for the three technology generations.
C, = 50 f F and fun,, = 16.

The above observations suggest that the BiCMOS implementations of complex gates tend to be faster than
CMOS at low Cin and fun,,, and the speedup factor increases with C,. However, CMOS becomes better with
scaling. A similar concept to the speedup contours developed for the buffers in Section I1 could be applied to complex logic gates by obtaining an equivalent circuit of the
complex logic. This is done by substituting the series
MOS devices by a single device as in [9] and relating its
saturation current to an effective value of Ci,.By applying
the analytical expressions obtained in the previous section
the speedup contours could be obtained.

B. Multilevel Logic Gates
The options available in a BiCMOS technology to implement multilevel logic (MLL) are considered next.
These options are: CMOS, CMOS with a FSBiCMOS
driver, and CML with front/end conversion such that the
inputs and outputs are CMOS levels. The input capacitance for all implementations is the same. The funout for
each level of logic is one except for the last level where
the fun,,, and the wire capacitance are represented by a
load capacitance C,.
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TABLE IV
THEAVERAGE
STATICPOWER
OF T H E INTERNAL
MCSL
GATESA N D T H E E N D CML/CMOS CONVERSION
OF
STAGEFOR THE THREEGENERATIONS
BiCMOS TECHNOLOGY
BiCMOS Tech.

Int. Gate

Conv. Stage

1.00 pm, 5 V
0.56 pm. 3 V
0.20 pm, 2 V

4.15 mW
2.40 mW
1.96 mW

14.20 mW
1.15 mW
4.14 mW

In the second option, only the last stage of the MLL
was implemented in BiCMOS since all other levels have
very small output capacitance. In the CML implementation, the basic cell used is the MCSL [ l l ] where the conversion from CMOS to CML and the logic operation are
done at the same time, with mixed CMOS and CML levels inputs. In [ l l ] a 16-b adder implemented in MCSL
was reported to achieve a speedup factor of about 5 over
a similar adder implemented in CMOS. However, there
was no mention of the input capacitance of the two implementations and the CML/CMOS conversion stage delay was not included in the total delay. In this work, it
will be shown that, for the same input capacitance and
including the CML/CMOS conversion stage delay, it is
possible to achieve a speedup factor of 4 for six levels of
logic at a total power of less than 35 mW. Table IV contains the average static power dissipation per an internal
gate and the last conversion stage for the three BiCMOS
technologies. The first gate in the MLL implementation
using MCSL is shown in Fig. l l ( a ) . An intemal MCSL
gate is shown in Fig. 1I@). The CML/CMOS conversion
circuit at the end of the MLL, Fig. 1 l(c), is similar to the
one in [12] except that a MCSL is used instead of the
CML part.
The speedup factors of the CML and the CMOS +
FSBiCMOS implementations over the CMOS for different
load capacitances, as functions of the number of logic levels, are shown in Fig. 12. Fig. 13 shows the effect of
scaling on the speedup factors for low C,. There are two
sets of results for the CML implementation: one where
the end CML/CMOS conversion circuit had a fixed size
FSBiCMOS buffer as a driver, and the other where the
output driver was optimized as in Section I1 to show the
effect of optimizing the output buffer. Also the areas of
CMOS + BiCMOS and CML implementations (with optimized output), normalized to that of the CMOS implementation, are shown in Fig. 14.
From the above results, the following can be concluded.
1) For high C,, the CMOS + BiCMOS implementation offers a good speed-up factor, especially for a low
number of logic levels (Fig. 12), at a power level almost
equal to that of pure CMOS. CML will offer a larger
speedup, which increases as the number of logic levels
increases (Fig. 12), at the expense of having a relatively
large power dissipation.
2) For low C,, CML still offers a good speedup factor,
which again increases as the number of logic levels increases (Fig. 12).

V DD

A

(C)
Fig. 1 1 . The different MCSL building blocks used in the CML implementation of the MLL: (a) the first gate in the MLL, (b) an intemal gate, and
(c) the last gate in the MLL logic with CML/CMOS conversion. The buffer
is selected according to the procedure outlined in Section I1 to give optimum performance.
Speed-up factor

-

CML/CMOS, CL=50 fF
BICMOS/CMOS, CL=50 fF
CML/CMOS, CL=0 5 PF
U BICMOS/CMOS, CL=0 5 PF
U CML/CMOS, CL= 1 0 PF
BICMOS/CMOS, CL=l 0 PF
e---.

2

2

4

6

# of logic levels

+

Fig. 12. The speedup factor of the CML and CMOS
BiCMOS implementations of the MLL over the CMOS counterpart versus the number of
logic levels and for different C,, at 5 V .

3) The optimization of the output buffer in the CML/
CMOS conversion circuit increases the speedup significantly, especially for the scaled BiCMOS technologies
(Fig. 13).
4) The CMOS + BiCMOS implementation does not
offer any advantages as the technology scales (Fig. 13).
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slCMos/CMos @3 v
CML/CMOS@ZV
Opt CML/CMOS@
BlChlOS/CMOS @2

2

4

#

6

of logic levels

+

Fig. 13. The speedup factor of the CML and CMOS
BiCMOS implementations of the MLL versus the number of logic levels for the three
technologies and at C , = 50 f F .
Area

contours were obtained. These contours show that
BiCMOS is faster than CMOS at small values of input
capacitance, and the speedup factor increases with the load
capacitance until a certain limit is reached after which it
starts to decrease. However, at such a point, the area of
the CMOS buffer chain is much larger than that of the
BiCMOS buffer. General and easy-to-automate design
guidelines for buffer chain design in a BiCMOS environment were obtained. The possibility of multistage mixed
CMOS/BiCMOS buffers was investigated. It was found
that a two-stage BiCMOS buffer can achieve a lower delay than all other buffers available in a BiCMOS technology. The CMOS-BiCMOS buffer chain could achieve a~
speed closer to that of the BiCMOS-BiCMOS chain at a
much smaller area. It was shown that BiCMOS complex
logic gates can achieve significant speedup over CMOS
for low input capacitances, low funin,and high funou,.
BiCMOS complex gates are more difficult to optimize due
to associated limitations on device sizes, which become
more severe as the gate complexity increases. Finally, the
different options for implementing multilevel logic gates
in a BiCMOS technology were compared. It was found
that replacing the last stage of a CMOS MLL with a
BiCMOS gate offers a good speedup factor for high CL
with no increase in power. However, for scaled-down
BiCMOS technologies this is not the case, and to achieve
any significant speedup, CML has to be used.
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